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Igora Drive is a unique place that combines entertainment
and technical sporting activities in the North part of
St.Petersburg in 1,5 hours from the city center. Igora Drive
complex offers world-class opportunities for professional,
amateur racers, spectators and fans. The Centre is designed
by Hermann Tilke, the famous architect of over 75 world-
class Formula 1 circuits. There you have everything to enjoy
motor sports – speed raceways with unique layout, state-of-
the-art vehicles, first-class racing equipment.

Igora Drive Center Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35aRn8puA0M


Igora Drive Experiences



Enjoy raceway tussle and high speed on our new Sodi RT8
390cc 13 hp karts.

No kart driving proficiency is required, cars are well suited
both for adults and youngsters above 14 years old and taller
than 140 cm. Easy-adjustable pedals of Sodi RT 8 karts
ensure driving comfort for people of any height.

Any number of races may be purchased by adults and
children depending on track availability. For the sake of
safety rental includes helmet and balaclava.

Karting Competition





Rally Moto Center offers a wide range of possibilities for
amateurs extreme sensations and ground coatings.We offer
you have a ride on Maverick X3 Buggy with a professional
driver to feel the extremely brightest emotions.

Possible activities:

- "Racing taxi" on a buggy - a storm of emotions with an
instructor at the wheel;

- Track sessions and motorcycle training - learning the art of
driving a motorcycle for motocross together with
experienced instructors.

Buggy racing taxi





A race taxi ride is a great opportunity to enjoy the speed 
and the skills of Igora Drive the Main Track with 

professional instructor, and fully enjoy the sharp turns of 
the most modern racing circuit in Russia.

The main track of Igora Drive was built under design of 
Hermann Tilke, chief architect of advanced Formula 1 

circuits. The track has several overtakes, and the best racing 
skills may be viewed at the fourth and the seventh turns.

Racing taxi with a professional pilot



A master class with an instructor at Igora Drive is your 
unique chance to drive on the most modern race track in 

the country (length:4,086 m; 14 turns).

The professiona lpilot will show you how to properly 
negotiate the turns of Track, help you choose the right 

braking points, and give you some useful tips.

The main track of Igora Drive was built under design of 
Hermann Tilke, chief architect of advanced Formula 1 

circuits. The track has several overtakes, and the best racing 
skills may be viewed at the fourth and the seventh turns.

Racing Master Class 





The center offers several options for training in cars and on 
motorcycles, including a special racing program to handle 

potentially hazardous situations on the roads.

Safety Driving Center Track meets the highest standards of 
the best world circuits and offers several areas for 

enhancing driving skills on an area of 47 000 m2: dynamic 
skid plate, water barriers, aquaplaning pool, ground with 

different types of coatings among others.

Defensive driving at Safety Driving Center



The retrospective exhibition brings together unique cars,
and each of them has its own story, which will be of interest
not only to motorists, but also to the widest circle of guests.

Thematically, the exhibition space is divided into Historical
exposition and Car in Cinematograph exposition.

Historical exposition tells the history of the automotive
industry in the first half of the twentieth century.

Car in Cinematograph exhibition demonstrates cars,
without which the heroes of cult films could not do
without. Among them "Lorraine Dietrich" (Lorraine Dietrich
12 HP) 1908 - the favorite car of Adam Kozlevich from the
movie "The Golden Calf"; classic Aston Martin (Aston
Martin DB6) 1967 beloved by Agent 007

Retro car exhibition



«Favorit» Restaurant is located on the second floor of the
pit building of Igora Drive Center with view to the world
class race track.

You are welcome to taste gourmet cuisine dishes in artful
and comfy interiors. The restaurant offers unique views of
starting line, main grandstand and the first turn for
incredible racing experience.

Favorite restaurant
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